Government of India
Ministry of Power
Shram Shakti Bhawan, Rafi Marg, New Delhi-110 001

Dated, the 13th August, 2018

To,

1. The Nodal Officer,
   RTI and CPIO, CEA, Sewa Bhawan,
   R.K. Puram, New Delhi- 110066

2. The Nodal Officer,
   RTI and CPIO (Corporate Planning),
   PGCIL, Gurgaon, Haryana

Sub: Information sought by Shri Anup Gupta under RTI Act, 2005 reg.

Sir,


Since the subject matter pertains to CEA and PGCIL, the said application is hereby transferred to them in terms of Section 6(3) of the RTI Act, 2005 for providing requisite information directly to the applicant under intimation to this Ministry.

Yours faithfully,

(Bihari Lal)
CPIO & Under Secretary (Trans)
Tele-fax: 011-2332 5242

Copy to: 1. US (RTI), MoP
2. Shri Anup Gupta, Resi. 47/120 Kiran Path, Mansarover, Jaipur, Rajasthan
OFFICE MEMORANDUM


The undersigned is directed to forward herewith a legible copy of RTI Application dtd.9/7/18 submitted by Shri Anup Gupta (Reg. No. POWER/R/2018/50439) for taking appropriate action, if any.

Encl. As above.

(Under Secretary to the Govt. of India)
Telephone 23063452

(Arjun Rana),

US (Trans.)
Ministry of Power, Shram Shakti Bhawan,
Rafi Marg, New Delhi – 110 001

Copy to:-

1. Shri Anup Gupta, Resi. 47/120 zKiran Path, Mansarovar, Jaipur, Rajasthan.
Shri Satinder Kaur,
Under Secretary,
Ministry of Power, Goli,
Shram Shakti Bhawan, Rafi Marg, New Delhi


Present application is being made under the provisions of Section 3, 6, 7 and 8 of the RTI Act 2005. The details and information along with documents requested in the present application are in the nature of public documents, as the same concerns with IIT(Main Exam)-2018. Undersigned have paid the prescribed fees of Rs. 10/- for the present application and undertakes to pay the remaining amount, if any, when called upon to do so. Please provide following information under RTI Act 2005:

1. What is the Definition of Turn-key Projects for Ministry of power and State Transmission utilities?

2. In Turn-key Projects, can contractor company quote any rate of items in Tender based on Turn-key?

3. The Ministry of power is governing all the state Utilities. Ministry of power have any guidelines/documents/encyclopaedia for prices of electrical items used in Transmission sector. Please provide the approved list of items with rate/prices which are used in Transmission sector.

4. Kindly furnish/provide copy of the Ministry of power issued guideline/order for work related to Turn-key Projects for State Transmission utilities.

5. Kindly furnish/provide copy of the Ministry of power issued guideline/order for balance material available at site after work completed on Turn-key Basis. Can State utilities can keep and pay the cost of balance material available at site after work completed.


7. Kindly furnish/provide copy of the Ministry of power issued guideline/order for State Government Transmission utilities for Turn-key Projects in the matter of quantity variation. Any formula suggested by Ministry of power for Turn-key Projects on quantity variation with penalty.


I, hereby, state that the information sought is not covered under the categories which are exempted from disclosure of information under the RTI Act, 2005 and to the best of my knowledge pertains to your Institute.

The information may be provided in soft copy on Email rtiakq@gmail.com

Dated 9.7.2018

(Anup Gupta)
Resi: 47/120 Kiran path, Mansarovar, Jaipur(Rajasthan)
Phone: 9460380175
Email rtiakq@gmail.com
Resi: 47/120 Kiran path, Mansarovar, Jaipur(Rajasthan)
Phone: 9460380175
Email: rtiakg@gmail.com